Wave reflection from submerged rectangular obstacles: experiments and predictive formula
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ABSTRACT. This paper presents an experimental study on wave reflection from submerged rectangular objects (shelves) in a 2-D laboratory flume. Preliminary tests using resistive wire probes and an acoustic Doppler anemometer were first conducted to confirm that a piston-type wavemaker was able to produce sinusoidal waves in the channel, without significant reflection from the boundaries. Then, measurements of water surface displacements using the two-fixed probe method and considering the presence of submerged rectangular obstacles provided reflection coefficients for different wave parameters and submergence conditions. Dimensional analysis was conducted and a dimensionless relationship was obtained to describe the reflection coefficient as a function of the wave slope and the water-to-shelf depth ratio. This relationship can be potentially used to predict ocean wave reflection from submerged obstacles for similar conditions as those evaluated in the present study.
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Introduction

The proper knowledge of physical processes involved in the generation and propagation of gravity waves is fundamental in coastal engineering. When gravity waves enter a region with rocks, continental shelves, coastal structures or other obstacles where the water depth suddenly changes, reflected waves interact with incident waves and modify the wave field characteristics (Mei, 1989). Many analytical, numerical and experimental studies have long been carried out to analyze incident and reflected wave dynamics, which is not well understood yet, especially at larger scales (Bartholomeusz, 1958; Devillard, Dunlop, & Souillar, 1988; Rey, Belzons, & Guazzelli, 1992; Stamos, Hajji, & Telionis, 2003; Ardhuin and Roland, 2012). Besides, available solutions for such problem are usually complex, involving either Fourier analysis and/or differential equations that are solved numerically.

The study of wave reflection from submerged obstacles is less frequent than that from emerged obstacles. Nevertheless, the construction of immersed structures such as submerged breakwaters has become more popular, as they are more favorable for sediment transport and water quality conservation than emerged breakwaters. Abul-Azm (1994), Stamos and Hajji (2001), and Christou, Swan, and Gudmestad (2008) conducted experimental/numerical studies to investigate wave reflection from submerged objects at the laboratory scale. More recently, Young and Testik (2011) performed lab experiments and proposed a
simple empirical equation to predict the reflection coefficient as a function of the ratio of submergence depth to incident wave height.

The aim of the present study is: (1) to evaluate wave reflection from a submerged rectangular object in a 2-D laboratory flume; (2) to test the equations available in the literature for replicating the lab data; and (3) to obtain a predictive formula for estimating the reflection coefficient in such systems.

**Experimental setup and procedure**

The experiments were carried out in a glassed-wall laboratory flume with height of 1.0 m, width of 0.75 m and length of 24.4 m (Figure 1). A piston-type wavemaker (paddle) controlled by a computer was used to produce gravity waves, in which water surface displacements were measured by resistive wire probes (wave gauges), also connected to a computer. LabView codes were used to control and monitor the system. An absorption device (i.e., beach) was also employed to minimize wave reflection from the end of the flume. A schematic of the experimental setup used in this study is shown in Figure 2.

**Figure 1.** Side view of the wave tank used in the present study.

Preliminary tests were conducted to investigate whether the wavemaker was able to produce sinusoidal waves in the flume, without the shelf (submerged rectangular obstacle). The measurements of water surface displacements were compared to the linear water theory, as described by Dean and Dalrymple (1991). Horizontal and vertical wave velocities were also measured with an acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV) from SonTek/YSI, and then compared with the linear wave theory. The abovementioned tests were important to confirm that wave reflection from the channel boundaries was negligible.

**Figure 2.** Schematic of the experimental setup.

**Table 1.** Details of experimental conditions \((h_{shelf} = 0.1 \text{ m}, b_{shelf} = 0.75 \text{ m}, \text{ and } l_{shelf} = 2.44 \text{ m})\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(h_{water} ) (m)</th>
<th>(k ) (rad m(^{-1}))</th>
<th>(\lambda ) (m)</th>
<th>(x ) (m)</th>
<th>(y ) (m)</th>
<th>(z ) (m)</th>
<th>(a ) (cm)</th>
<th>(ak)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>0.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>0.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.49</td>
<td>0.106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.52</td>
<td>0.117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.49</td>
<td>0.106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.52</td>
<td>0.117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.88</td>
<td>0.196</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Several methods have been developed for measuring the reflection coefficient in laboratory flumes. In this study, the classical method of Goda and Suzuki (see Hughes, 1993) has been employed, in which two wave gauges (probes) are fixed upstream of the reflecting structure (see Figure 2). The experiments were equipped with a rectangular shelf with height $h_{shelf} = 0.1$ m, width $b_{shelf} = 0.75$ m, and length $l_{shelf} = 2.44$ m, fixed at the bottom of the flume. The wavemaker was used to produce the waves for water depths $h_{water}$ of 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, and 0.35 m. For each depth, a fixed wave number $k$ and three sets of wave amplitudes $a$ were used. A frequency $f = 0.5$ Hz was considered for all the tests. The wave lengths $\lambda (=2\pi/k)$ varied for each water depth such that the distances from probes 1 to 2 ($y = 0.25\lambda$) and from probe 2 to the shelf ($z = 1.25\lambda$) were set according to the recommendations of Goda and Suzuki. In addition, a distance $x$ larger than 6.0 m was adopted for all the tests to minimize the impact of the wavemaker on wave reflection. Table 1 lists the details of experimental conditions.

Wave gauge data (water surface displacement) were recorded by a second computer at sampling rates larger than the Nyquist frequency for the present study ($> 1.0$ Hz) to avoid aliasing of the signal (see Bendat & Piersol, 2000). The probes were calibrated before and after the tests to ensure that no significant drift or non-linearity has occurred during the test period. The replicability of the results was also verified for each water depth.

The simultaneous acquisition of water surface displacements allowed separating incident and reflected waves by employing the abovementioned method of Goda and Suzuki. Hence, the total power of incident and reflected signals was calculated for each test and the average reflection coefficient $K_r$ was estimated as the square root of the reflected to incident power, by using Matlab (MathWorks).

Assuming that the parameters that characterize the problem described here are the incident $a$ and reflected $a_r$ wave amplitudes, incident wave number $k$, water depth $h_{water}$, shelf height $h_{shelf}$, shelf width $b_{shelf}$, and shelf length $l_{shelf}$, the reflection coefficient can be expressed in terms of the following dimensionless parameters by invoking Buckingham’s Pi theorem:

$$K_r = \frac{a_r}{a} = f\left(ak, kh_{water}, \frac{h_{water}}{h_{shelf}}, \frac{h_{water}}{b_{shelf}}, \frac{h_{water}}{l_{shelf}}\right)$$

(1)

Finally, a dimensionless relationship can be obtained by fitting experimental data to the general form described by Equation (1).

**Results and discussion**

Figure 3 shows typical results of the preliminary tests (with one probe), in which no submerged rectangular obstacle (shelf) was used. The measurements of water surface displacements matched very well with the linear water theory, with a coefficient of determination $R^2 > 0.99$. This gives reliability to the system, which indicates that wave reflection from the flume boundaries was not significant. Horizontal and vertical wave velocities measured with the ADV also matched well with the linear water theory, with $R^2 > 0.95$ in both cases. Figure 4 shows typical results of ADV measurements compared to the linear water theory.

Figure 5 shows typical results of the two-probe tests including the effect of reflection from the shelf. The time series indicates wave heights $h_1$ and $h_2$ (measured from probes 1 and 2) for a slope $ak = 0.117$ and a relative water depth $h_{water}/h_{shelf} = 3.5$. It is seen that the waves present some degree of nonlinearity, contrasting to the results shown in Figures 3 and 4 (for linear wave measurements). Note that this nonlinearity was more pronounced in the tests with higher values of $ak$ and lower values of $h_{water}/h_{shelf}$. On the other hand, the other dimensionless parameters shown in Equation (1), i.e., $kh_{water}$, $h_{water}/h_{shelf}$, $h_{water}/b_{shelf}$, did not affect significantly the wave behavior. This implies that $ak$ and $h_{water}/h_{shelf}$ control the reflection from the shelf.

![Figure 3](image-url). Comparison of water surface displacements obtained from the experiments (no submerged obstacle) and from the linear wave theory.
Figure 4. Comparison of horizontal (a) and vertical (b) wave velocities obtained from ADV measurements (no submerged obstacle) and from the linear wave theory.

Figure 5. Time series of wave heights $h_1$ and $h_2$ measured from probes 1 and 2 for a slope $ak = 0.117$ and a relative water depth $h_{water}/h_{shelf} = 3.5$.

The reflection coefficients obtained in the present study were within a range from 0.047 to 0.255, which are in agreement with the values reported in the literature. Nevertheless, the classical formula of Bartholomeusz (1958) and the more recent equation of Young and Testik (2011) did not predict well the present data, as depicted in Figure 6. Note that their experiments included wave lengths $\lambda$ of about 2-5 m, amplitudes $a$ of 5-20 cm, and shelf heights $h_{shelf}$ of 0.1-0.3 m, which are similar to the values listed in Table 1. This discrepancy may be due to the highly nonlinear wave behavior observed in their tests, as compared to the quasi-linear waves investigated here (see Figure 5). On the other hand, Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the variation of the reflection coefficient as a function of the wave slope and the water-to-shelf depth ratio, respectively, obtained from the present study. It is clear that the reflection coefficient decreases with both parameters, which suggests that higher wave slopes cause larger energy dissipation and, as a consequence, less reflection; while higher water-to-shelf depth ratios result in larger submergence depths, which increase wave transmission and reduces the reflection coefficient.

Figure 9 shows that the use of a combined dimensionless parameter given by $(ak)^2(h_{water}/h_{shelf})$ provides a clear trend for the decay of the reflection coefficient. Therefore, the following power-law formula could be obtained by curve fitting:

![Figure 6. Comparison of the reflection coefficients obtained from previous formulae (modeled) to the present data (measured).](image-url)
Wave reflection from submerged rectangular obstacles

Figure 7. Reflection coefficient vs. wave slope (present data).

Figure 8. Reflection coefficient vs. water-to-shelf depth ratio (present data).

\[
K_r = 0.0777 \left( ak \right)^2 \left( \frac{h_{water}}{h_{shelf}} \right)^{-0.664}
\]  

\(y = 0.0777x^{-0.664}, R^2 = 0.9018\)

Figure 9. Dimensionless relationship for the reflection coefficient (present data).

from submerged rectangular objects. The power of 2 in the wave slope also indicates that this parameter is more relevant than the water-to-shelf depth ratio, which has a power of 1. Thus, it is expected that the decay in the reflection coefficient as shown in Figure 9 was caused mainly by an increase in energy dissipation other than an increase in wave transmission. In addition, other non-power-law forms for Equation (2) were also evaluated, but the resulting correlations presented coefficients of determination \(R^2 < 0.9\). Observe that the data depicted in Figure 9 refers to tests under the following conditions: \(0.02 < ak < 0.20\) and \(1.32 < h_{water}/h_{shelf} < 3.5\). Therefore, caution should be taken when applying Equation (2) to predict the reflection coefficient for other test conditions.

**Conclusion**

This study showed that the reflection coefficient is inversely dependent on a dimensionless parameter given by the square of the wave slope multiplied by the water-to-shelf depth ratio. This was attributed to higher energy dissipation caused by higher wave slopes, in addition to larger wave transmission caused by greater water-to-shelf depth ratios. A power-law dimensionless formula could be obtained with a good fit to the experimental data. This relationship is proposed as a direct way to estimate wave reflection from submerged rectangular obstacles, which can be seen as a simplified case for situations such as propagating waves over flat structures.
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